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Education secretary 

focuses on 'soft skills' 

in first big speech  

Damian Hinds tells 

conference qualifications and exams ‘not the whole picture’ 

Damian Hinds, the new education secretary, has said schools should aim for an 

ethos that develops pupils’ character, resilience and workplace skills as he gave his 

first big speech in the job. 

Hinds, who took over from Justine Greening two weeks ago, said there was nothing 

easy about so-called “soft skills” that help pupils get on throughout their life and in 

their jobs 

He said qualifications and exams were important but “not the whole picture when it 

comes to what you learn and achieve.”  

“There is much outside the relevant qualifications which matters a great deal as 

well,” he told the Education World Forum seminar in London.  

“That you believe that you can achieve, that you can stick with the task at hand 

and that you understand the length there is between the effort you make now and 

the reward that may come in future and the resilience to bounce back from the 

knocks that inevitably life brings.” 

The education secretary said the ethos of schools was particularly important as 

“what happens in sport, public speaking, voluntary work and so on will have an 

effect on character and resilience”. 

Hinds has recently been tipped as a potential prime minister by Michael Gove, his 

predecessor who is now the environment secretary, and Nick Timothy, the former co-

chief of staff to Theresa May, who ran the New Schools Network. 

Hinds gave a general vision of his outlook towards education at the conference, 

speaking without a script and pacing the stage.  

However, he did not go into details about his views on specific policies such as the 

school funding formula, tuition fees, plans to make relationship and sex education 

compulsory, free schools and selective education or whether he will lift the 50% cap 

on faith schools admitting pupils from one faith.  

Hinds focused his speech on the need to prepare pupils for the workplaces of the 

future and claimed technology could help bring down the burden placed on 

teachers.  
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“Technology must have a role in our sector, as it does in other sectors, to be able to 

ease workload, which is a matter I know is of great importance to teachers in this 

country and quite rightly so. I share their drive to wish to work on that,” he said.  

He said technology also provided opportunities “to track and monitor the progress 

of pupils” and to “bring new types of content” to students but promised it would 

never replace the role of teachers. 

He also criticised the education policies of the last Labour government and praised 

those brought in by Gove under the coalition.  

He accused pre-2010 education policies of leading to “year-on-year grade inflation” 

and claimed “all too often the expectations there for young people from 

disadvantaged backgrounds were not high enough.” 

Hinds said the coalition government had brought a “new rigour to GCSEs and A-

levels, [to] really focus on the core subjects that we know are the enabling subjects 

that open up possibilities – English, maths, science, the humanities and languages.” 
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Closing the gender gaps at home, not just at school 

Latest research shows that “Using PISA test scores from 11,527 second-generation 

immigrants coming from 35 different countries of ancestry and living in 9 host 

countries, we find that the positive effects of country-of-ancestry gender social 

norms on girls’ math test scores relative to those of boys expand to other subjects 

(namely reading and science). … Gender norms do not seem to particularly 

influence maths-related stereotypes Rodríguez-Planas and Nollenberger). 

 

What drives gender gaps in maths achievement? In Ecuador, there are “steep 

socioeconomic gradients and a substantial boy-girl gap in maths test scores. 

However, among children of mothers with university education, there is no 

difference in the maths achievement of girls and boys, which suggests that maternal 

education specifically, and home environments generally, are important” (Carneiro, 

Cruz-Aguayo, and Schady). 

 

“High school maths and science teacher gender affects student interest and self-

efficacy in STEM” in the US. But why? “Such effects become insignificant once 

teacher behaviours and attitudes are taken into account” (Sansone). 

 

For further information: https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/what-s-new-

education-research-impact-evaluations-and-measurement-january-2018-round 
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